
 

  

FFBC Personal Study Guide 
Pastoral Assistants:  
A Biblical Description of Deacons – 1 Timothy 3:8–13 

A guide to help you dig deeper into God’s Word this week (the questions 
correspond to the sermon that was preached today). We encourage you to 
write your answers in a separate notebook. Unless noted, all Scripture 
quotations are from the English Standard Version. 

Day 1 | Read Matthew 20:20–28 

1. What was it that James and John wanted for themselves? 
How is this characteristic evident in all of us to some 
degree? 

2. What contrast does the Lord Jesus make between those who 
are viewed as great in the world and those who are great in 
His kingdom? 

3. What are your thoughts about the fact that the same word 
our Lord used to describe those who are great in His 
kingdom is used as the title for those who are the 
designated servants in His church [diakonos]? 

Day 2 | Read 1 Timothy 3:1–13 

1. Most of the content of 1 Timothy 3:8–13 has to do with the 
qualifications of deacons. Even though the list is more 
abbreviated than that for elders, are the character 
qualifications for deacons any less? How do we arrive at this 
conclusion from the text? 

2. What are some practical reasons it is critical for deacons to 
have exemplary character? 

3. What is the one technical qualification for elders that is not 
required of deacons, and why is it not required of them? 

 

  



 

  

Day 3 | Read 1 Timothy 3:8–13  

1. What is the meaning of “not double-tongued” or a “slanderer” 
(8, 11)? Why is it important for a deacon to be free from 
these negative characteristics? 

2. Compare  Ephesians 6:19; Colossians 1:26–27; and 1 Timothy 
3:16 with 1 Timothy 3:9. According to these verses, what is 
the “mystery of the faith,” and what does it mean to hold it 
“with a clear conscience”? 

3. What is the nature of the testing candidates must undergo 
before being officially recognized as deacons?  

Day 4 | Read 1 Timothy 3:8–13 

1. What are some reasons v. 11 likely refers to “deaconesses” 
rather than the wives of deacons? 

2. According to 1 Timothy 2:12, what two activities are women 
prohibited from in the church? Why would this bar them 
from the office of elder? Why would it not prohibit them 
serving as “deaconesses”? 

3. Good men (and women!) differ on the meaning of v. 11. How 
can we hold firm convictions on matters like this and still be 
“eager to maintain the unity of the unity of the Spirit in the 
bond of peace” (Eph. 4:3)? 

Day 5 | Read 1 Timothy 3:8–13  

1. What are the two blessings that are promised to those who 
serve well as deacons (v. 13)? 

2. How can faithful service in any capacity produce greater 
assurance of faith?  

3. If deacons are designated servants, yet all of us are called to 
serve, how can each of us apply what we’ve learned about 
deacons to ourselves? 


